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Pick the topic
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I consent to storage of my data according to Privacy Policy*
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Thank you for your message. It has been sent.
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Want your websites

to get noticed?

Okay.





check your opportunities 
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Need top notch

developers’ team?

Easy.





see our devs 
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Want to focus on

the business?

Perfect.





Let us handle the development 
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for web development and design
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for app and mobile design




FIND OUT












Find out where you are with your project and start at the right point 
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I need to start my research 





 




I need to start my research



You want to see what works in your market and what solutions your competitors are implementing, and then start fulfilling those goals.
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I need a consultation 





 




I need a consultation



You are rich in ideas and knowledge but don’t know how to merge them to have a good start. Let’s talk and create a plan.
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I have a  project to implement 





 




I have a  project to implement



Like new projects? We do too. Aside from our devs, you also gain access to almost 2 decades of experience.
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I want to grow my business 





 




I want to grow my business



Achieving stable and manageable growth is no easy feat. Our experience will bring your business to the next level.
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createIT provides IT solutions based on quality-oriented people standing behind them. It is a combination that builds long-running, fair relationships and helps our clients to grow.




As a one stop agency, we know that even the best apps will not bring you business without traffic. We will prepare both of these elements for you.












We're confident because we've done it many times 










+ 



years on the market 









from our Clients 







k 



systems running on our code 







+ 



2009 marked the start of our ongoing longest cooperation 









continents that we are present on 









minutes on average to receive an answer from us 












Learn about Us 

See our projects 








Focus on your business while we deliver the best systems and people for the job 
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Developer Outsourcing 


We always aim for the perfect match. Our mature process of selecting the right people for the needs assures long running, efficient relationship. Single developer or an entire group led by a dedicated project manager – have it your way!
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Web & Mobile Apps 


We have delivered hundreds of projects and almost 40 000 websites over the internet run on our code. We are not afraid of any development challenges. Our Clients operate on various markets, including iGaming, eSports, medical, real estate or even software development. Rest assured, we can handle your case as well
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Digital Marketing 


The rule is simple: no traffic – no money. We know how to adapt marketing tools and activities to first extend the reach, and then to bring in orders. SEM, Content Marketing, Tech Marketing. Having a full set of marketing tools enables your brand to undergo a digital transformation. Together we will choose the ones your business needs.
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Not sure how we can help you?

Different markets have different needs

See how we solved issues in your business area 








	

01
iGaming 

	

02
eCommerce 

	

03
eHealth 

	

04
Real estate 

	

05
Industry 
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01
iGaming



We create iGaming systems from scratch or combine ready-made and custom solutions if that’s something you need. With our help you can have an platform that sells.




Want to build your online iGaming space? You’ve come to the right place! From a game to a physical kiosk, at createIT we’ve delivered it all.
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02
eCommerce



We create eCommerce systems from scratch or combine ready-made and custom solutions if that’s something you need. With our help you can have an eShop that sells.




Want to build your online commerce space? You’ve come to the right place! From a game to a physical kiosk, at createIT we’ve delivered it all.
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03
eHealth



Designing IT systems for the eHealth industry means catering to the medical industry’s need for superior quality, supply chain control, and efficient logistics across multiple markets, thousands of products and locations. It requires a meticulous approach, thorough analysis, and unwavering attention to security.




Our team is always prepared to face difficult challenges and ensure the reliability and safety of the systems that support medical work. With easy-to-use interfaces for both B2B and B2C interactions, we ensure that medical professionals have the tools they need to provide the best possible care to their patients.
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04
Real estate



The retail market is a market of impatient customers and high competition, only the right store architecture and its technical optimization will meet customers’ expectations and suprise the competition.




Want to build your online real estate space? You’ve come to the right place!
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05
Industry



We create industry systems from scratch or combine ready-made and custom solutions if that’s something you need. With our help, you will digitalize your business.




Want to build your online industry space? You’ve come to the right place!






Ask how we do it [image: alt]
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We create eCommerce systems from scratch or combine ready-made and custom solutions if that’s something you need. With our help you can have an eShop that sells.




Want to build your online commerce space? You’ve come to the right place! From a game to a physical kiosk, at createIT we’ve delivered it all.
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Designing IT systems for the eHealth industry means catering to the medical industry’s need for superior quality, supply chain control, and efficient logistics across multiple markets, thousands of products and locations. It requires a meticulous approach, thorough analysis, and unwavering attention to security.




Our team is always prepared to face difficult challenges and ensure the reliability and safety of the systems that support medical work. With easy-to-use interfaces for both B2B and B2C interactions, we ensure that medical professionals have the tools they need to provide the best possible care to their patients.
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The retail market is a market of impatient customers and high competition, only the right store architecture and its technical optimization will meet customers’ expectations and suprise the competition.




Want to build your online real estate space? You’ve come to the right place!
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We create industry systems from scratch or combine ready-made and custom solutions if that’s something you need. With our help, you will digitalize your business.




Want to build your online industry space? You’ve come to the right place!
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Some of our projects 
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Artliving 


The project featured the incorporation of a new style to an existing website based on its graphic design. We used a pre-made template with custom elements so the final effect resembles an e-commerce platform, and we introduced two language versions. We also conducted SEO activities.




	
Project scope

	
Website restyling, new language packs, optimization 


	
Platform / Solution

	
WordPress, custom PHP 






Read more
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OneCredible 


The design of mobile applications for iOS and Android with a focus on supply chains and those that use them – suppliers, sellers, couriers and end-users. Based on blockchain technology, the app enables full control and monitoring of the supply chain, preventing attempts at falsifying...




	
Project scope

	
App design and development 


	
Platform / Solution

	
Flutter, blockchain 






See website
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Maxi Players 


We developed and implemented an esports platform that allows both casual and professional players to form teams and engage in tournaments in their favorite games. The project combined a tournament platform with social elements to create a sprawling gaming community.




	
Project scope

	
Full platform design, technical implementation, maintenance and digital marketing services 


	
Platform / Solution

	
Symfony (PHP), Livechat, Post Affiliate Pro, Sendgrid, Killbill, AWS, Adyen 






Read more
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Jonas Hallenborg

COO / WorkSystem
"Their ability to positively translate technical aspects of the platform's function into our business is impressive."
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Head of Development 

LionLine Entertainment GmbH & Co. KG
"createIT has shown excellent PHP, HTML, JavaScript, CSS coding skills and proved to be a reliable business partner for ventures."
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Brand Owner

Gaming Platform 
"We have known createIT for many years. We already worked previously when creating a B2C platform dedicated to online entertainment"
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Can both sides win when
 the world of your business meets developer reality? Of course!


Get our free e-book to prepare for the discussion!

Download Now
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Get your free e-book now!



 















I agree to Terms & Conditions



Δ
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eCommerce growth – is your business ready?


April 8, 2024 by createIT
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Google Consent Mode v2. How to implement it? Why you should?


March 13, 2024 by createIT
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	Trends



Stop focusing on yourself, start thinking about customers


March 1, 2024 by createIT
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Digital marketing without third-party cookies – new rules


February 21, 2024 by createIT
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eCommerce healthcheck


January 24, 2024 by createIT
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I consent to storage of my data according to Privacy Policy*
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